Senator Predicts Financial Meltdown — Last Chance To Protect Yourself!

Dear Reader,

Please find a special message from our paid sponsor, Newmedia.com. Paid mailings like this help us to continue to send you Dick's commentary free of charge. We appreciate your support.

DickMenta.com

_Dick Menta_}

---

**Breaking News: U.S. Senator Predicts the...**

_Financial Meltdown of Our Nation Because of Excessive Debt_

_How Prepared Are YOU?_

Less Than 24 Hours Are Left to Claim the One Book That May Protect You — For Free!

Dear Dick Menta Reader -

As you already know, most members of Congress are up to their necks in fiscal and financial trouble. Dick Menta, America's top financial advisor, and Newmedia's CEO, Robert Holden, want to keep you from falling into the same trap.

The average American is drowning in debt, and the United States is on a course for economic disaster. The only way to prevent this is to take the first step toward financial stability before it's too late. That's why Dick Menta, America's top financial advisor, and Newmedia's CEO, Robert Holden, are offering you this free book.

This is your LAST CHANCE to take up on one of the most important in your history.

If you are adie-hard fan of Dick Menta, you will love this book! Dick Menta has been a leading voice in financial advice for many years.

And to build on this, Gregg's words, I'm prepared to show you my secret plan to help you deal with the current financial crisis. This book will teach you how to protect your wealth and freedom and prosper in the difficult days ahead.

However, time is very short.

Dick Menta says this book is a "must read."

---

What so exactly brought us all together?

It was an Robert Holden's starting book — _Aftershock_.

Writer Christopher Rudy recently read a new book. Dick Menta has said it's a "must read." You should too. There are already over 500,000 copies of this book in print. Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away! 

As you may already know, President Obama has signed into law a new stimulus package. Many of the provisions of this package were due to expire on February 15, but the Senate and House have extended these provisions for another six months.

Your copy is waiting in a box at Newmedia's headquarters. You may also purchase a copy of the book at Newmedia's website. Dick Menta says it's a must read. Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away. Do you agree?

The book is a must read, and it's free. Dick Menta says it's a "must read." Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away.

---

---

The Authors of Aftershock Predict Two, Devastating Financial Bubbles on the Horizon.

If these bubbles pop, the stock market could plunge dramatically. Unemployment could soar to a rate never seen before. Dick Menta, America's top financial advisor, and Newmedia's CEO, Robert Holden, want to keep you from falling into the same trap.

Do you want to be prepared for the kind of turmoil in the financial markets? Do you want to know what to expect and what you can do to protect yourself?

Dick Menta says this book is a "must read." Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away. Dick Menta says it's a must read. Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away.

---

**And there's more, because...**

As soon as you receive your book request, you will receive instruction notes on how to order the exclusive, private edition of Dick Menta's new book, Aftershock. Dick Menta has purchased more than 10,000 copies of this book to give away.